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“Let’s stop for now.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused the captain’s face to freeze for a moment. 

But still, he chose to obey Lin Mo’s words and stopped the ship. 

Lin Mo slowly walked out of the cabin. 

Standing on the deck, he looked at the speeding battleship without the slightest expression on his face. 

Xu Chu had never said anything about equipping Lin Mo with an escort ship while he was gone. 

This was because he knew that Lin Mo’s strength was much more useful than those frigates. 

Even if Lin Mo wanted to, he could simply destroy that warship whenever he wanted to. 

The man on top of the burning ship that was still leaving at great speed saw that Lin Mo had actually 

walked out from inside the ship. 

He also a*sociated himself with the flagging that the group of dogs behind him had just done. 

“D*mn it, how can anyone really believe the bullsh*t of that group of guys.” 

The man shouted loudly at Lin Mo. 

“Brother, don’t believe the bullsh*t of that group of guys, if you really stand here, you will only die.” 

Lin Mo didn’t know, but he knew how ruthless the group of guys behind him were. 

Those guys from the Human Snake Organisation never had any survivors under them. 

What they loved most was to leave their prey torn between hope and despair. 

Watching them strangle them when they clearly felt there was hope. 

The thrill of desperation is what the Human Serpents love the most. 

The man on the battleship who was originally holding a red wine with a playful face saw that Lin Mo’s 

ship had really stopped. 

And the other party even walked straight out and stood on the deck as if he was not resisting at all. 

A strong smile appeared on his face, but within that smile was ridicule as well as disdain. 

“Look guys, there’s really someone who’s foolish enough to stop.” 

“Does he really think that by tying his hands I will let them go?” 

The man’s gaze went to one of his men beside him and ordered directly. 



“Destroy that ship’s power systems, I’m going to have some fun with this guy.” 

“I’d really like to see when such a simple fellow could survive in the West Vientiane Islands.” 

With the man’s words, the main cannon on the battleship, which resembled a snake’s head, fired at 

once. 

A shell struck the propeller of the burning ship in front of them in a flash. 

The ship, which had lost its power, came to a complete stop this time, drifting slowly across the sea. 

“D*mn!” 

The man on the fire-breathing ship was shaken by the powerful aftershocks and rolled several times on 

the ground. 

A look of despair appeared on his face as he looked at the battleship that was getting closer and closer. 

“Looks like there’s really no going back this time ……” 

The crowd that had been crouched inside the cabin now stood up. 

“Lord Ryan, are we completely unable to escape?” 

“Yes, Lord Ryan, if you can escape don’t worry about us.” 

“Yes, I remember there was a speedboat on board, wasn’t there?” 

“You might still be able to escape their capture if you take the speedboat.” 

A look of impatience appeared on the man’s face as he listened to their words. 

“All right, all right, stop talking here.” 

“Since I’m the one who brought you guys out of wherever you are, I’ll be with you.” 

“It’s not just a power system that’s not working, if they dare to come up, I’ll play melee with them 

straight away.” 

As he said this, he also pulled his own sword from his waist. 

As if there was no worry at all he waved it in front of their eyes, with a confident expression on his face. 

The ragged people, however, fell silent. 

But soon, a look of determination appeared on their faces. 

“Mr. Ryan, we live with you.” 

“Even if we die, we will never return to that place!” 

“That’s right, Mr. Ryan is right, what’s so scary about that group of guys.” 

“Wait!” 
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One man’s gaze suddenly froze. 

His eyes went straight to the battleship at the rear and he let out a cry of surprise. 

“Hmm?” 

Ryan looked at his appearance and followed his gaze with some confusion. 

At once, Ryan was also frozen. 

At this moment, the hope that was far away seemed to surface again. 

“That man …… isn’t bounding …….” 

Ryan’s gaze looked at Lin Mo, who was standing on top of the Human Serpent warship, with a shocked 

look in his eyes. 

Lin Mo’s upright figure stood on the deck of the battleship. 

He looked at the man in front of him who was wearing big floral green trousers and had red wine in his 

hands. 

“You asked me to stop, what is the reason for this?” 

Lin Mo’s words truly seemed like those of a simple little sheep. 

The man’s gaze looked at Lin Mo, and a slight look of gravity appeared in his eyes. 

Just now, Lin Mo’s figure had actually flown directly from the boat that was spaced so far apart. 

Such feats of strength made the man have to gaze a little. 

“Friend, we are the vigilante of this sea, you need to pay money to pa*s through here.” 

The man had originally planned to kill Lin Mo after directly abusing him a bit. 

But now just that hand Lin Mo had just used made him change his mind slightly. 

Such a person’s martial arts skills would definitely not be low. 

He didn’t dare to bet on whether Lin Mo had the ability to kill himself in an instant. 

Let’s just make some money out of him. 

I guess this guy would obediently hand over money when he saw such powerful firepower from himself 

and the others. 

Lin Mo looked at them with a strange look on his face. 

“You guys say you’re a maritime vigilante, but why are you chasing them?” 

The man in fancy trousers said with a smile, “They are because they stole something from us.” 

Lin Mo’s gaze flicked at the hideous snake-man mark on the man’s shoulder. 



Another thought came to mind of the ragged people on top of the burning ship earlier. 

Although Lin Mo was still smiling, his eyes had gradually gone cold. 

Lin Mo had three taboos. 

The first was being involved with one’s close friends and family. 

The second was those who trafficked people and displaced countless others, whose parents had worked 

hard to raise them only to have them stolen. 

The third is the sinners who have done nothing but evil. Facing these three kinds of people, Lin Mo will 

never be soft. 

In normal days, Lin Mo was a kind person and treated people steadily. 

But once he met such people, Lin Mo would tell them. 

Karma and reincarnation! 

Lin Mo looked at the man with flowery trousers in front of him and spoke in an icy tone. 

“The people you say stole from you are the ones on the boat?” 

The man in fancy pants nodded, “Those were the ones we had worked so hard to collect, and they stole 

them like that.” 

“It was hateful as hell!” 

Collecting? 

So abducting and capturing people was just collecting for them? 

Lin Mo hadn’t been this angry in a long time. 

Tai Ah appeared in Lin Mo’s hand. 

As if sensing his master’s anger, Tai Ah let out a buzzing sound. 

“You Human Snake Organization, you really are still deadly.” 

“Or rather, an organisation as heinous as yours should just be wiped out.” 

“Surviving one more second in the world would cause countless people to feel miserable.” 

Hearing Lin Mo directly stated the identity of his Human Snake Organization. 

And with his tone gradually becoming colder, the man in fancy trousers’ face was no longer covered in 

smiles. 

“Are you trying to kill me?” 

It was as if he had heard some kind of big joke. 

“Hundreds of guns on this boat are pointing at you, and you dare to come and kill me?” 



“I’m just afraid that you’ll become a sieve before you can touch me!” 

Everyone on the fire boat looked expectantly at Lin Mo’s somewhat blurred back. 

When they saw that everyone’s guns were aimed at Lin Mo, the light in their eyes gradually dimmed. 

But …… the next moment. 

The wind picked up …… 
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A breeze suddenly blew on the sea, which was not a bit windy. 

With that breeze blowing, everyone’s originally tense mood could not help but relax. 

On board the Human Snake Organisation’s warship. 

Lin Mo’s slender hand was already resting on the hilt of Tai Ah’s sword. 

His gaze was like an ancient well that could not be seen from the bottom. 

An inexplicable chill filled the fancy trousers man’s heart. 

His heart was frantically telling him. 

If Lin Mo really drew his sword, they would die! 

“Do it!” 

The man in fancy pants shouted, then directly picked up a pistol from the side. 

His finger was placed on top of the trigger and he directly pulled it. 

“Bang!” 

The sound of the pistol firing appeared. 

The man’s face instantly revealed a look of wild joy. 

Since he had fired the gun, then this guy would definitely die! 

But at the same time as he fired the gun. 

“Clang!” 

The crisp sound of a sword clang appeared throughout the Human Snake Organization’s battleship. 

The brilliant sword aura split the speeding bullet in half in an instant. 

It then pa*sed through the neck of the man with fancy trousers like a light. 

The hundreds of soldiers of the Human Snake Organisation behind him who were pointing their guns at 

Lin Mo were similarly pa*sed through by this light. 



The man with the fancy trousers nervously touched his body with his hand. 

After finding that nothing was missing, he rushed at Lin Mo and scoffed loudly. 

“Looks like you’re not very good either, but I think you’re quite suitable to become a magician.” 

“With that blustery glow, I thought it was some kind of expert like a hidden patriarch ……” 

As he spoke, the man’s voice gradually faded. 

A look of fear and resignation pa*sed through his eyes. 

The stabbing pain in his neck made the man realize clearly. 

He had been decapitated. 

“I’ll even be a ghost ……” 

After reluctantly uttering a few words, the man’s body collapsed with a crash. 

Accompanying his body’s fall were the neatly organized soldiers of the Human Serpent behind him. 

Blood flowed out along their necks. 

A look of disgust appeared in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

“People who are filled with sin, even blood makes me feel stinky.” 

From his body, he took out a small pill bottle. 

Lin Mo placed the pill bottle in the direction of the downwind and opened it. 

At once, some small white medicinal powder was blown by the wind. 

It landed on the corpses of the man in fancy trousers and the soldiers of the Human Snake Organization. 

“Zip zip zip!” 

Their bodies came into contact with the medicinal powder the moment they did. 

It burst into flames. 

This was a miraculous medicinal powder from the Chinese medicine world. 

Body purifying powder. 

It only needed to be poured on a person’s body. 

The medicinal powder will burn with a raging fire straight away. 

And this fire is pinned on top of the corpse, and it won’t burn anything. 

“This ……” 

“Which gentleman …… is really something.” 

On the boat that was on fire, Ryan, who was still holding his sword tightly in his hand, saw this scene. 



The whole person’s expression froze up like a wooden chicken. 

Hundreds of people from the Human Snake Organization had actually been killed under Lin Mo’s single 

move. 

All of them died. 

What kind of power was this to possess. 

“We’re saved!” 

“Which big brother fought off that group of bad guys!” 

“We don’t have to be taken back at last!” 

The ragged slaves erupted in a loud cheer. 

They celebrated wildly above the deck. 

Amongst the slaves were old, bony men, bewildered children and scarred youths. 

But the eyes of every one of them were filled with gratitude for that figure. 

If it were not for that figure, they would be back in the darkness of the day. 

The days when people around them were taken for experiments every day, but never returned. 

“I don’t know the name of which benefactor, but I will definitely remember him.” 

“That’s right, we will definitely remember which big brother!” 
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Relieved, Ryan quickly took out two small flags from inside the cabin. 

Holding them in his hands, Ryan’s mind began to recall the flag language he had learned earlier. 

Somewhat rustily, he took the flags and waved them in his hands. 

It probably meant something like. 

Thank you very much for saving us. 

Lin Mo, who had cleared everything from the Human Snake Organisation warship, patted his shirt 

gently. 

When he saw the ship on fire behind him and Ryan waving his flag, he thought for a moment. 

Lin Mo pondered a little. 

Walking straight into the C*ckpit, Lin Mo looked at the console. 

After familiarising himself with it, he started the battleship directly towards the burning ship. 



Ryan on the ship saw the Human Serpent warship actually driving directly towards himself and the 

others. 

A slight look of caution flashed across the bottom of his eyes. 

Although Lin Mo had killed that group of D*mned human snakes earlier. 

However, Ryan was not sure if Lin Mo had any thoughts about the slaves on the ship. 

Their eyes looked at the gradually approaching Human Snake Organisation warship. 

The difference was that the slaves’ eyes were filled with gratitude and joy. 

Ryan’s eyes, on the other hand, were mixed. 

When the Human Snake’s battleship was only a few dozen metres away from the ship. 

Lin Mo stopped the ship. 

If he came any closer, he would easily run into the other ship. 

Stepping out from the C*ckpit, Lin Mo’s gaze looked at the distant deck. 

With a strong footstep, his entire body instantly flew out like an arrow off the string. 

Seeing Lin Mo’s fast-approaching figure, they were instantly frozen. 

Could a person really fly this high? 

“Pop.” 

The sound of Lin Mo landing on the deck instantly brought everyone back to their senses. 

They looked at Lin Mo with a look on their faces that wanted to approach but didn’t dare. 

Ryan, on the other hand, came forward and spoke to Lin Mo respectfully. 

“Greetings sir, we are Mr. Ronald’s men from Block 12 of Death Island.” 

“For your help, I am very grateful.” 

“When I return to Death Island, I will be sure to explain to Mr. Ronald and thank you for your kindness.” 

Ryan’s words were without being provocative. 

It revealed their attitude towards Lin Mo and the backers behind him. 

Ronald was one of the most powerful men among Block 12. 

He was also known as an elegant gentleman. 

He rarely had enemies or anything like that, and many people had a neutral attitude towards Ronald. 

Lin Mo naturally understood the meaning of Ryan’s words. 

However, Lin Mo did not care in the slightest. 



Having just been chased, it was only right to have some wariness in his heart. 

“My name is Molin, there’s no need to be so polite.” 

A faint smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face. 

It instantly made Ryan, who had been a little wary, relax a little. 

It seemed that this gentleman really had no malice towards himself and the others or anything. 

Lin Mo suddenly saw two tiny heads of slaves pop out from behind the crowd. 

They took out two candies from their bodies as if by magic. 

Lin Mo waved at them, “Here are candies, will you eat them?” 

The two little ones looked at the candies in Lin Mo’s hands. 

A look of longing pa*sed through their eyes. 

In that place, the only way to get a square of iced candy was to have a lot of blood drawn. 

However, they were a little afraid to go forward. 

The adult in front of them saw this and a smile appeared on his face. 

With his hand, he gently nudged the two little children, signalling that they could go and get it without 

fear. 

The two little ones also had some courage under the adult’s gesture. 

They mustered up the courage to come to Lin Mo’s body and took the candy he handed them. 

“Thank you, big brother.” 

Looking at the somewhat scrawny little children in front of him, a look of pity appeared in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

If their parents knew their children were like this, they would be heartbroken, right? 

“It’s alright, eat up.” 
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Lin Mo slowly stood up and gazed at Ryan, who was standing aside. 

“Can you tell me what all happened?” 

Looking at Lin Mo’s clear eyes, the excuse that had originally come out of Ryan’s mouth suddenly didn’t 

come out. 

He hesitated for a moment and still told the truth to Lin Mo. 

“I am a butler under Mr. Ronald and also his a*sistant.” 



“Just before, Mr. Ronald discovered that there had actually been people doing human experiments 

inside Block Twelve.” 

“There were organ trafficking organisations in Block Twelve before, and Mr Ronald was able to barely 

tolerate it.” 

“But the moment he saw a small child, only eight or nine years old, drained of blood and dying.” 

“He didn’t put up with it.” 

With that, Ryan slowly lifted his right arm. 

Lifting the top of his shirt, it revealed his bloody flesh. 

“Mr. Maureen, look at my arm.” 

“This is the same liquid that was poured on it earlier on the way to take them away from the 

experimental base.” 

Ryan’s gaze looked at his arm and revealed a bitter smile. 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked over, only to see that the original flesh and skin on the arm had all but rotted 

away. 

There were even white capped bones peeking out from amongst the rotting flesh. 

Lin Mo took out a small medicine bottle and handed it to Ryan. 

“Sprinkle it on, it will heal your injuries, but it will hurt a little.” 

“Because these medicinal powders will dissolve and absorb all the various toxins lurking in your body.” 

Ryan looked somewhat dumbfounded at the small vial of medicine handed to him by Lin Mo. 

He just wanted to recount how badly he was injured. 

His life could be in danger at any moment. 

It didn’t even occur to him that Lin Mo would have the means to treat it directly. 

“Thank you …… Mr. Molin.” 

After saying dumbly, Ryan took the small bottle and opened it. 

The yellow powder inside was sprinkled onto his arm. 

“Zzzzzzz!” 

The next moment, a burst of white smoke instantly rose up along Ryan’s arm. 

“Ow!” 

Ryan instantly let out a shocking wail as his entire body jumped and leaped on the boat. 

Lin Mo looked at Ryan’s appearance …… 



Why was this guy somewhat like the Prince’s character? 

Doing everything without asking first. 

Himself was saying that the bottle of medicine could cure the rotting wound on his arm. 

But Ryan directly poured a small half of the bottle up in one gulp. 

According to Lin Mo’s observation of his injury, it was actually only necessary to sprinkle one fiftieth of 

it. 

The effect of the medicinal powder gradually took effect. 

The pain in Ryan’s arm was not as intense as it was at the beginning. 

His original bouncing around gradually stopped. 

Looking at his arm, he couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air. 

“Mr. Molin …… is it better now?” 

Lin Mo nodded and looked at Ryan and spoke directly. 

“Actually, you didn’t need to spill that much just now.” 

“Because your wound, in fact, will only be slightly painful when you sprinkle it in the correct measure.” 

There is nothing sadder in life than just that. 

When after suffering the pain yourself, someone else tells you that you actually could have done 

without it. 

All the clarity in Ryan’s eyes became muddled by Lin Mo’s garden. 

“Where are you sending them to live?” 

Lin Mo’s next words brought Ryan’s spirits back at once. 

“I’m going to send them to an island at the very edge of the Western Vientiane Islands.” 

“Where life is definitely much better than now, and it is said that that …… Lin Island.” 

“Yes, a large dock has been built on Lin Island and there is a great shortage of manpower now.” 

“When the time comes, the young and strong can go to work at the dock, while the old and weak 

women and children can also do some manual work to earn money.” 

“There won’t be any worries about food and clothing.” 

After Ryan finished speaking. 

Suddenly, he noticed Lin Mo looking at himself strangely. 

“What’s wrong?” 
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“It’s fine, it’s just if you want to say that you’re sending them to the docks.” 

“I can really help in some small way.” 

Ryan looked stunned, his eyes looking at Lin Mo with some surprise. 

“Do you know the boss of the docks?” 

Lin Mo shook his head. 

Only then did Ryan let out a sigh of relief. 

He himself had shown Lin Mo his injuries and people were able to come up with medicine straight away. 

Now if Lin Mo still knew the boss of that dock, Ryan would think it was too much of a coincidence. 

“If we’re talking about a certain degree, I can also be considered the boss of that dock.” 

A long time ago, the person in charge of the force workers’ union basically changed from Hua Qiang to 

Lin Mo. 

It was really because people no longer wanted to live a life where there was a top and no bottom. 

Even Hua Qiang himself understood the flaws. 

So he abided by a philosophy. 

Listen to Maureen and live a good life. 

Looking at Ryan, who had been petrified off, Lin Mo had an apt smile on his face. 

Lin Mo’s gaze then looked towards the group of slaves that had been captured by the Human Snake 

Organisation. 

“Everyone, from now on, you are free.” 

“Next I will have someone send you all to the island at the edge.” 

“Or if you still have relatives you know somewhere, you can just say so.” 

Looking at the ship, which was still burning with flames, Lin Mo said loudly. 

“Everyone follow me to the other ship first.” 

Lin Mo waved his hand at the ship he was originally on in the distance. 

The captain immediately understood and drove the boat over, getting as close to Lin Mo’s side as 

possible. 

Looking at the distance that was still several metres, Lin Mo picked up a rope from the boat. 

With a flip of his hand, the rope was wrapped securely around the boat. 



Lin Mo’s gaze looked towards the crowd behind him, “The old and weak women and children try to go 

over first.” 

“The young and strong all help make it safer.” 

Although Lin Mo was able to bring them over one by one, the efficiency was too slow. 

There wouldn’t be much danger in just a few metres this way. 

At once, one by one, the ragged slaves wore excited smiles on their faces. 

Some of the young and strong men simply took off their own clothes and twisted them into ropes and 

handed them to the old men and children. 

Finally, the first to pa*s was a middle-aged woman. 

She gathered the courage to grab the clothes in her hands, jumped off the edge of the boat and glided 

across to the other side. 

The captain on the other side had long since stepped out. 

As the woman approached, he hurriedly reached out and pulled her into the boat. 

Seeing that it had really worked, everyone was suddenly emboldened. 

One by one, they slid methodically towards the opposite side of the boat above. 

When Lin Mo left, Xu Chu had arranged for a medium-sized speedboat to be searched. 

It was just enough to accommodate everyone here. 

Soon, all the slaves on the boat had already left. 

Only Lin Mo and Ryan were left standing on the boat. 

“Are you going with them to Lin Island?” 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked at Ryan and inquired. 

After thinking for a while, Ryan looked at Lin Mo and spoke out to ask. 

“Is Mr. Molin going to Death Island?” 

Lin Mo nodded his head. 

The missing goods of the Hongmen must be related to Death Island. 

Perhaps Lin Mo could find some important clues or evidence or something on Death Island. 

“Mr. Molin, can I travel with you in company?” 

Ryan’s mission this time was just to send those people captured by the Human Snake Organization to 

the top of Lin Island. 

Now that this mission had been completed by Lin Mo instead. 



There was no need for Ryan to continue his journey to Lin Island. 

As soon as he returned to Death Island, he had to take his men to find out what had happened to the 

Human Snake. 

Those guys really thought that everyone was afraid of them. 

Lin Mo looked at Ryan and pondered for a moment. 

“It’s fine.” 

It just so happened that Ryan himself was a member of Death Island. 

He could completely lead Lin Mo to Death Island, and Lin Mo wouldn’t have to judge some situations. 

“Then I’ll trouble you to lead the way.” 
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The shape of the human serpent battleship is very different from the other ships. 

The exterior was in the shape of a turquoise python, with the snake’s head being the stern. 

Lin Mo had just seen the general structure of the ship before he came up. 

The hull of the ship was not made of steel, but a kind of wood. 

And the hardness of this wood was even higher than that of refined steel. 

Just after boarding the ship, Ryan volunteered to go ahead and steer it. 

A shadow had gradually formed inside him. 

He was afraid that Lin Mo would show off his skill in steering the boat. 

Then Ryan would be completely shattered. 

Lin Mo stood on the somewhat hideous snake’s head, gazing at the light blue sea. 

Below the surface of the sea was a small school of fish. 

“Mr. Maureen, is this your first trip to Death Island?” 

In the C*ckpit Ryan sorted out the autopilot mode. 

Changing out of his originally dusty clothes, his whole body no longer felt as wretched as before. 

He was also holding a beautifully wrapped water cup in his hand and handed it to Lin Mo. 

This was what Ryan had found inside the freezer inside the cabin. 

It was hard to tell what kind of water it was, seeing as it was so luxuriously packaged. 

Lin Mo reached out and took the water handed to him by Ryan, smiling and saying 



“More, it’s indeed the first time I’ve travelled to Death Island.” 

Ryan nodded, “There are rules above Death Island, I can’t reveal the things inside for you.” 

“Only once on the island will I be able to tell you what is going on up there.” 

“No harm.” 

Lin Mo didn’t bother to ask, Ryan must have his scruples if he didn’t say anything. 

If he really took the previous favor and pretended to blackmail him, he would be falling down. 

“We’re about to enter Shark Bay, right?” 

Lin Mo looked at the gradually decreasing schools of fish in the sea and inquired to Ryan. 

Originally, there were still many schools of fish hidden under the surface of the sea, but as he and the 

others approached. 

Those schools of fish, however, began to gradually decrease, or just began to swim back. 

The only thing that could happen was that there was an enemy in front of them that the fish feared. 

Ryan’s face was a little stony as he nodded. 

“Good, that group of sharks inside Shark Bay are one shrewder than the other.” 

“They seem to be able to analyze exactly attacking that ship en ma*se would be in their best interest in 

general.” 

Lin Mo nodded thoughtfully for a moment. 

“But I remember someone talking about how sharks don’t like to eat people before?” 

Ryan’s face instantly took on a look of disbelief. 

“That kind of talk is just for talking to people who have never been in the sea.” 

“Not to mention the fact that no school of fish would even dare to come near Shark Bay because of the 

pool of sharks.” 

“The sharks don’t care as much about taste as they do about the waves of humans that come in.” 

“You know, Mr Maureen, that blood can drive sharks into a frenzy.” 

“Once someone falls into the sea and is bitten and devoured by the sharks, the blood floats out along 

the sea.” 

“The sharks will then become even more bloodthirsty as well as rabid.” 

“That’s why the probability of being able to survive in Shark Bay each time is only about thirty percent.” 

Lin Mo calmly took a sip of the water in his hand. 

But the next moment, his face changed abruptly. 



“This water, you can’t drink it!” 

A puzzled look appeared on the face of Ryan, who had just opened the cap of the bottle. 

The smile Lin Mo originally wore on his face instantly transformed into something as cold as an abyss of 

ten thousand feet. 

Looking at the black bottle in his hand, Lin Mo said in a cold voice. 

“The Human Snake Organization …… is good as gold!” 

When Ryan saw Lin Mo so angry, his heart immediately surged with astonishment. 

After just getting along, Lin Mo was clearly an ancient well unbroken, very kind person. 

He would even have a smile on his face from time to time, so how could he be so angry. 

“Human Snake Organisation, I will overthrow them.” 

“Cut off the gra*s and eliminate the roots, leaving no one behind!” 
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“Pah!” 

The black gla*s bottle in Lin Mo’s hand was dropped directly onto the ground. 

The pale red liquid inside the gla*s bottle was immediately scattered on top of the ground. 

Ryan’s gaze saw the pale red liquid on the ground when he saw it. 

His face instantly changed slightly. 

“This is a potion similar to the one that stimulates the human body’s potential.” 

“The sip I just took above my muddy body has slightly increased my strength.” 

“But the ingredient used to make such a potion I sensed from it, blood.” 

“Human blood!” 

Lin Mo’s voice was incomparably cold. 

He had wondered earlier why the Human Snake Organization had captured so many slaves. 

It was also rare to see them for sale. 

It seemed that the group of guys had taken the captured ordinary people directly. 

After extracting the needs of those ordinary people, they added all kinds of potions after some 

extraction. 

In the end, the water Lin Mo drank just now was formed. 



After hearing Lin Mo’s words, Ryan’s face instantly revealed a look of anger. 

“This group of guys …… aren’t afraid of things leaking out.” 

“When the time comes, will all the countries in the world raise their armies?” 

Suddenly, Ryan seemed to have thought of something in general. 

The whole person was like a madman running towards the bottom of the cabin. 

Lin Mo looked at his speeding figure, and even stumbled a little. 

Lin Mo also followed Ryan’s figure towards the bottom of the cabin. 

The cabin was very clean and tidy, it seemed that the group of people from the Human Snake 

Organisation had cleaned it too. 

When he reached the fourth level, Lin Mo saw Ryan’s figure. 

He was standing in front of a huge steel door, constantly fumbling around. 

“Mr. Molin, you come and help me.” 

After seeing Lin Mo come down as well. 

Ryan said urgently to Lin Mo. 

The large iron door in front of him did not have the slightest mechanism on it. 

No matter how much Ryan fumbled around on it, there was no hidden mechanism at all. 

Lin Mo’s eyes looked at the large iron door in front of him. 

In the middle was a huge snake’s head, which looked like a complete snake’s head without the slightest 

trace of disintegration. 

Two huge fangs jutted out at the end of the snake’s head. 

It looked as if it was choosing a person to do something, enough to scare the average ordinary person. 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked at that terrifying and hideous tongue. 

Tai Ah fiercely appeared in his hand. 

Lin Mo’s slender fingers touched the hilt of Tai Ah’s sword, and in the next moment. 

A curved moon-shaped sword mane exploded out abruptly. 

The sword mane blasted straight onto this very thick-looking iron door. 

It was like a hot knife cutting through butter. 

The sword maneuvered straight into the inside of the door. 

When the sword mane gradually dissipated, an opening big enough to pa*s a person appeared on the 

door. 



The hideous snake’s head was also cut in half by the sword. 

Ryan walked cautiously towards the inside. 

His eyes were glancing at the surroundings every now and then to avoid any enemies still hiding inside. 

The moment after entering the iron door completely. 

Ryan was completely stunned. 

Blood. 

The majestic smell of blood instantly appeared in Ryan’s nostrils. 

Ryan almost vomited straight away. 

Suddenly feeling that the ground beneath him was a bit pinched, Ryan looked down. 

Only to see that the ground beneath him was actually made up of a dry corpse …… 

Their faces bore a look of extreme pain. 

The feeling of blood being drained from their bodies alive was something Ryan couldn’t even imagine. 

Behind Ryan, Lin Mo, who was dressed in white, slowly walked in. 

Upon seeing the entire room the floor was covered in dried corpses. 

In the middle of the room, in the middle of the air, there was also a huge filter hanging. 

Even Lin Mo, looking at those painful and hideous dry corpses. 

He simply couldn’t suppress the anger he felt within himself towards the Human Snake Organisation. 

“They, I suppose, are all in the same batch as those people, right?” 
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Ryan looked at the scene which was like a purgatory on earth. 

The entire person was completely silent for a moment. 

Lin Mo gave another swing of his sword, directly swinging it towards the huge iron filter in mid-air. 

Lin Mo then flew straight up and grabbed the tube of the filter directly with one hand. 

Below it were the corpses of all those innocent people. 

Lin Mo didn’t want this thing to hit them anymore. 

In the middle of the descent, Lin Mo’s gaze swept around. 

In a corner, he found a corner without corpses. 

He directly threw the iron filter in his hand, and Lin Mo landed beside it with inertia. 



Ryan quickly ran over. 

His eyes looked at the thick blood stain in the filter, and his eyes were filled with a look of deep hatred. 

“The Human Serpents first placed human blood on top, then laid a special filter in the middle.” 

“Then they filled the bottom of the filter with a lot of herbs, and after a period of soaking, it formed the 

thing we took before.” 

Lin Mo looked at the huge filter and began to tell how those people had made it according to its 

appearance. 

“Mr. Maureen, do you have a way to help them?” 

Ryan just nodded somewhat silently. 

His eyes sank a little as he looked at the corpses that were all on the verge of becoming the ground. 

He was now hoping instead that Lin Mo would show the ability to help these corpses dissipate. 

Lin Mo took out the small bottle he had used when he had burned the Human Snake Organisation 

earlier from his pocket. 

“The powder inside this bottle ignites when it meets people, so be careful when you use it and don’t 

spill it on yourself.” 

Ryan nodded seriously and took the small bottle handed to him by Lin Mo. 

He uncorked the bottle, walked to the deepest part and started sprinkling the powder. 

The moment the medicinal powder touched the corpses, a burst of flame erupted. 

Ryan, who had sprinkled all the corpses with the medicinal powder, exited the space that was filled with 

blood. 

Lin Mo stood at the turn of the stairs and looked at Ryan and said softly. 

“It’s not your fault, it’s just that this world is inherently filled with black forces, but eventually someone 

will go and clean them up.” 

Ryan nodded, “Mr. Maureen, I know.” 

“It just still makes me a little sad when I see so many people suffer at the hands of the Human 

Serpents.” 

The two men walked towards the top, talking every now and then. 

“You saved those people, at least they wouldn’t have been reduced to this.” 

A cool sea breeze blew as the two men arrived on the original deck. 

Lin Mo watched the sullenness on Brian’s face gradually lighten a little, and he also revealed a slight 

smile. 

Suddenly, Lin Mo was attracted by a group of boats that had gathered ahead of him. 



“What are they doing here?” 

Ryan’s eyes looked away and said in a habitual manner. 

“Up ahead is Shark Bay, and they’re the ones trying to get through it.” 

“But they’re afraid they’ll be mobbed if they go in with one boat, so they’re just waiting here.” 

“When there were more and more people, they went in all at once, so they were sure to get through a 

few this way anyway, and who knows if that person who gets through is themselves?” 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked ahead, indeed. 

Those boats were clearly not together, they were just scattered together. 

“Are we going to pa*s with them?” 

Ryan nodded, a smile appearing on his face. 

“Don’t worry Mr. Morin, I know a safer pa*sage inside Shark Bay.” 

“Where there will be far fewer sharks than elsewhere, I’ve gone through Shark Bay dozens of times.” 

As the Human Serpent warship approached, Ryan docked the warship in a place slightly further away 

from them. 

After all, he was now piloting a ship of the Human Serpent, so it was better to stay away. 
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Everyone in the room stopped and waited in unspoken agreement. 

The chances of getting through Shark Bay on their own were too low. 

Lin Mo looked at the ships present, and together with his own, there were fifteen ships. 

This was a lot, so why did he have to wait any longer. 

Ryan looked at the ships and said softly. 

“Mr. Molin, there are still five ships short of the number of ships heading to Shark Bay, which should be 

together within today.” 

Through Ryan’s words, Lin Mo’s heart knew the answer. 

The ships that pa*sed through Shark Bay needed to gather out twenty ships to have a thirty percent 

probability of pa*sing through. 

Shark Bay alone was so dangerous, what would the deep sea area behind it, which had an even lower 

probability of pa*sing, be like? 

“Ryan, is the night in the deep sea area very scary?” 



Hearing Lin Mo mention the nights in the Deep Sea Zone, a look of reminiscence appeared on Ryan’s 

face. 

“Most of the behemoths down in the Deep Sea Zone only surface at night, so the night in the Deep Sea 

Zone is also the most dangerous.” 

“The danger goes down a lot in the daytime because the behemoths that live in the deep sea all year 

round generally don’t like the light.” 

“So during the day there is only one of the most dangerous in the deep sea area, a huge octopus.” 

“That octopus may appear on the surface of the sea whether it is day or night, and it doesn’t seem to 

have the sleepiness of those deep sea creatures at all.” 

“But likewise, it is also the most aggressive towards humans, as long as there are ships pa*sing above 

the deep sea area, that octopus will definitely come out and destroy once it is there.” 

Ryan carefully recounted for Lin Mo the dangers on the way to Death Island. 

If it was an ordinary person, Ryan would not have said so much. 

But Lin Mo had been kind to Ryan, so that was why he told him everything he knew. 

“Here it comes.” 

Suddenly, Lin Mo’s gaze looked to the rear. 

Sure enough, seven or eight ships were coming in unison, travelling towards the area in great numbers. 

All the people on the boats acted upon seeing them. 

They pulled up the iron anchors that had sunk to the bottom of the sea. 

The engines were running and ready to go. 

The boats behind them were getting closer. 

The ships that had been docked also moved, heading towards the inside of Shark Bay. 

Lin Mo, on board the Human Snake battleship, watched as the sea was long gone. 

And as the battleship advanced, several dark shadows suddenly flashed in the sea ahead. 

Ryan was also standing on the deck. 

His eyes likewise caught sight of those same dark shadows from earlier. 

“We’ve gotten inside the area of Shark Bay.” 

“I guess soon those hungry sharks will swarm to us.” 

As expected, just a few minutes after Ryan finished speaking. 

A dark shadow suddenly appeared beneath the light blue surface of the sea. 



There were countless sharks prowling beneath not only the ship of the Human Serpent, but also the 

ships that entered Shark Bay together. 

Suddenly, the surface of the water in front of the Human Snake warship suddenly broke open. 

A huge shark burst out from beneath the surface of the sea. 

Its bloody mouth bit straight at Ryan and Lin Mo on the deck. 

Lin Mo pulled Ryan’s arm and stepped backwards gently. 

The huge shark crashed directly into the hard deck. 

Seeing that it had not bitten both Lin Mo and Ryan. 

The shark’s body bounced hard on the deck. 

It fell straight back to the surface, bursting into a shower of water. 

Except for Lin Mo and Ryan who were intact, the other boats were not in such good shape. 

A single shark rushed out of the sea from all directions. 

Some of them dragged the boat’s crew straight into the sea with a single bite. 

The bright red blood dissolved in the sea water. 

At once, the sharks went berserk one by one. 

They had even started to pound all the boats! 

 


